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Today's focus is on quality assurance actions that occur (i.e., need to be done) at four
different levels by a variety of operators.



During the development of new measurement technologies, researchers run tests to
prove that the measurement idea actually works and can produce a reliable signal that
correlates well with the monitored characteristic. ACT – the Alliance for Coastal
Technologies – works closely with developers to conduct demonstrations that focus on
the capabilities and potential of emerging technologies.



It is nice to see that we have moved a long way…

The Winkler titration is based on a chemical reaction between oxygen and another
compound, which yields a product that can be quantified by titration with another
chemical. This cannot be done in situ and involves an elaborate analytical process.

The Clark-type electrode (a.k.a. polarographic, or galvanic, electrode) utilizes the
reduction-oxidation (redox) chemistry of oxygen in the presence of dissimilar metal
electrodes. The sensor has an oxygen-permeable membrane that enables diffusion of
the gas into an electrochemical cell; a low voltage is applied between the gold cathode
and the silver anode and causes the oxygen to react electrochemically. Calibration of the
sensor can be done is water-saturated air or oxygen-saturated water, but ground-
truthing against the Winkler titration is often recommended as well. Polarographic
electrodes revolutionized DO measurements in the field, but the probes (a) consumed
oxygen, requiring constant mixing near the membrane’s surface [this was somewhat
alleviated in the 1980s by rapid-pulse voltage cycles], and (b) needed frequent
calibration and maintenance (including assembling the membranes which calls for
superior dexterity  )

The fluorescence-quenching “optode” (a.k.a. Optical DO Sensor) has become available
during the last two decades. The probe has a light-source which illuminates an oxygen-
permeable membrane made with a fluorescent compound; the reduction in the
fluorescence emission due to quenching by oxygen is measured by a light detector. Most
optodes are low-maintenance probes that enable prolonged deployments and reliable
signal even in harsh environments.



At the sensor Model level, manufacturers working on building a specific sensor model
need to prove the functionality of that model as an established measurement system,
and conduct comprehensive tests to derive the specifications for that model.



ACT serves as an unbiased, third party testing entity for evaluation of instrument
performance and verification of model specifications. “Verifications are a 25-step
process, which includes community consensus on test protocols, laboratory and field-
testing, and QA/QC based on EPA and ISO guidelines. Field tests are carried out at no
fewer than four but typically all six ACT partner sites.” Among many other things, they
check accuracy, reproducibility, instrument drift, and reliability (defined as the ability to
maintain integrity of the instrument and the data collections over time).



At the level of an individual Instrument, the Project person who opens the shipment box
and prepares the instrument for use needs to go through a series of tests to assure that
this instrument is functional and to establish its performance criteria as manifested in
the environment relevant to his/her Project.



This assumption is very prevalent and very flawed. You may rely on all the good work
that was done by the researchers, the developers, the manufacturers, and the reviewers,
but there are so many things you need to check for yourself, and there are so many
things your field operators must do when they use the instrument.



The fourth level is the Measurement (Activity in STORET language), e.g., a batch of data
from one deployment episode. At this level, the field operator is implementing actions
to Affect, Check, Record, and Report the quality of each data batch. This fourth level also
involves a sequence of Data Quality Management functions, using sensor's diagnostic
tests (i.e., physical and electronic operating conditions) to prove signal integrity, and
using quality check outcomes to validate the data and to evaluate the extent of error
and/or uncertainty.



Language is important and it needs to be specific.



Quality Assurance Actions

Affect: Act to influence the
outcome

Check: Test to evaluate or
verify

Documentation/Communicatio
n Actions

Record: Keep everything
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documented

Report: Communicate the
Quality Check outcome
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The table shows a small selection of actions, all related to data accuracy.
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Action to Affect, Check, Record, and Report measurement precision are very different
from those conducted for accuracy. Both are needed.
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I worked with the aquatic sensors workgroup (ASW) to expand the ACRR matrix for all
relevant aspects of data quality, and to create a separate matrix of actions for each
characteristic and technology.
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The ACRR matrix is a very useful checklist for field operators seeking concise guidance
on how to assure and document the quality of data they are gathering..
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Beyond all the ACRR actions, there are a number of other things operators need to do in
order to deliver data of known and documented quality. The sequence of Data Quality
Management (DQM) functions, shown here as a timeline, includes some ACRR actions
embedded in many other functions such as data validation and verification – as also
seen in the next slide.
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Verification is about making sure that what you deliver as data was indeed a property of
the monitored environment (not an artifact). Validation confirms that the measurement
system worked properly and according to specifications. Error calculation is part of the
validation in that it confirms that the measurement system worked within its
performance criteria (i.e., was not broken). Correction of sensor data due to drift or
fouling is sometimes called for, and it is important to do the corrections in the same way
that other data gatherers do so the data is comparable.
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This is a zoom-in on two phases of the Data Quality Management Timeline. The
functions timeline specifies what needs to be recorded with each task, i.e., which “bits
of information”, or data elements, need to be captured. The ASW provides a list of
Sensors data elements organized by subject matter in seven categories: The Project
(who), the Result (what), the reason (why), the time (when), the location (where), the
field activity (sample, observation, etc.), and the measurement system (how, and how
good).
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More from the Real World: many people are calling for streamlining and consolidation.



This is a zoom-in on two other phases of the Data Quality Management Timeline:
assessment of uncertainty and data correction. Rules and criteria for data correction, as
well as the correction algorithms, need to be the same across the board for data sharing
to work.



How many of you tried to find guidance for data correction?
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However, the tools that have been introduced by the Aquatic Sensors Workgroup (ASW)
are very accessible! The ASW is a workgroup of the Methods and Data Comparability
Board affiliated with the National Water Quality Monitoring Council.



Thanks


